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Introduction

Public law defences are available against public authorities or bodies
exercising public functions in housing law claims e.g. possession,
injunctions.

Based on the principle that these bodies should not act unlawfully.

It is the decision-making process that is challenged not the facts of the
case.

Can be used in any possession proceedings but especially useful where
T has no domestic law right to remain – public law defences act as a
safety net.



Development

Originally accepted that a tenant could rely on a public law defence to possession proceedings both
by Court of Appeal (Bristol CC v Clark [1975] 1 WLR 1443, [1975] 3 All ER 976, CA, Cannock Chase
DC v Kelly [1978] 1 WLR 1, [1978] All ER 152, CA) then House of Lords (Wandsworth LBC v Winder
(No 2) (1987) 20 HLR 400, CA)

Set-back when Court of Appeal restricted this to tenants with a continuing private law right to
remain in occupation under the tenancy (Avon CC v Buscott [1988] QB 656 (1988) 20 HLR 385,
Manchester CC v Cochrane [1999] 1 WLR 809, (1999) 31 HLR 810, CA)

Corrected by the House of Lords in Lambeth LBC v Kay [2006] which confirmed the defence not
restricted to those with private law right to remain and Doherty v Birmingham City Council [2006]
EWCA Civ 1739 which dismissed the argument that these arguments should be raised by JR

In Kay the HofL decided there could be two types of challenge (1) Gateway A – the law giving rise to
the claim for possession is incompatible with A8 ECHR, and (2) Gateway B – the decision to evict
offends public law in that it is Wednesbury unreasonable.

Grounds for a Gateway B challenge were widened in Doherty v Birmingham City Council [2008] UK
HL 57 to conventional judicial review grounds (see Smith v Buckland [2008] 1 WLR 661)



Manchester City Council v Pinnock [2010] UKSC 45 
(1)

“Where a tenant contends that the decision of a local authority landlord to issue,
or indeed to continue possession proceedings can be in some way impugned, the
tenant should be able to raise that contention in the possession proceedings
themselves, even if they are in the county court. This seems to us to follow from
the decision of the House of Lords in Wandsworth v Winder [1985] AC 461, as
cited and approved in the present context in Kay v Lambeth [2006] 2 AC 465, para
110 and again in Doherty v Birmingham [2009] 1 AC 367, paras 56, 123 and 157
(see para 28 above). This approach also derives strong support from the
observations of Lord Bingham in Kay v Lambeth [2006] 2 AC 465, para 30.” [81]

Confirmed the general availability of the public law defence and revived the
significance of Winder.



Hounslow LBC v Powell [2011] UKSC 8

The Supreme Court held that reasons should be given for the decision
to bring possession proceedings no later than the time a Defendant
would need to frame a defence [114-117], and;

A public law defence in the county court can challenge the decision to
bring proceedings and any prior decision e.g. decision to serve notice
to quit [120].



Who can be challenged?

Only decisions of a public body or a body exercising public functions

Not all social landlords are public authorities (Donoghue v Poplar HARCA [2001]
EWCA). This question will be decided on the facts – look at the nature of the
provider and the functions it performs.

Features which are relevant are the way the body is funded (public subsidy/grant),
whether its freedoms to decide allocation are restricted (close relationship with
local authority) and the nature of regulation. It will be relevant if L can use special
statutory powers to address ASB which private L doesn’t have (R (Weaver) v
London & Quadrant Housing Trust [2009] EWCA Civ 587 confirmed in Eastlands
Homes v Whyte [2010] EWHC 5 (Admin) and (R (McIntyre) v Gentoo Group [2010]
EWHC 5 (Admin)).

But see R (McLeod) v Governors of the Peabody Trust [2016] EWHC 737 (Admin))



Which decisions can be challenged?

❖Public law defences are available even when that seems incompatible with statute
e.g. where possession is mandatory subject to certain conditions being met
(introductory tenancies, automatic possession grounds) (Pinnock 45 (a))

❖ Any decision which is relevant to seeking possession can be challenged – allows
challenge to the latest decision on the most up to date facts and challenge to a
decision which has become unlawful (Salford CC v Mullen [2010] EWCA Civ 336,
Barber v Croydon LBC [2010] EWCA Civ 51 )

❖Challenge will only be successful if occupier could have challenged by way of JR and
obtained an order quashing the unlawful act (Barnsley v Metropolitan Borough
Council v Norton [2011] EWCA Civ 834



The substance of the challenge: 
Grounds (1)

All traditional grounds of judicial review available which provide that a
public body;

Must act lawfully
Cannot act beyond powers given to it (Ultra Vires)
Cannot constrain its discretion by adopting absolute rules (Fettering
discretion)
Must act in accordance with natural justice (notice, fair hearing, no bias)
Must take account of all relevant considerations and ignore irrelevant
considerations

Must act fairly
Must not allow decisions based on bias, bad faith, corruption or unlawful
discrimination



Grounds (2)

Must give reasons where express or implied duty to do so

Must carry out its duties

Where indications have been given that it will act in a certain way it
must meet the legitimate expectation that it will do so

Must correctly interpret and apply the law

Must act rationally

Must not make decisions which no other public body properly
directing itself could make (Wednesbury unreasonableness)



Examples

Policies - Fairness

One of the most common public law defences in possession claims is based on the failure
to adhere to written policies (e.g. rent arrears, asb, vulnerable tenants). It was previously
thought this raised a defence of breach of legitimate expectation but in Mandalia v
Secretary of State for the Home Department [2015] UKSC 59 the SC held that the proper
defence arises from the breach of the duty of fairness (referring to Laws LJ R(Nadarajah) v
Secretary of State for the Home Department [2005] EWCA Civ 1363 [68]).

In R(Lumba) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2011] UKSC 12 it was held that
(i) Individuals have a basic public law right to have their case considered under valid and
relevant policies [35] (ii) those policies should not be so rigid that they fetter discretion
[21] and (iii) a decision-maker must follow its published policies unless there is good
reason not to do so [26].

Croydon LBC v Barber [2010] EWCA Civ 51: Non-secure tenant behaved violently to
caretaker. NTQ served. Medical report revealed serious mhp causatively linked to the
incident. Public law defence succeeded - L had failed to consider its policy on asb and
vulnerable tenants



Examples (2)

McGlynn v Welwyn Hatfield District Council [2009] EWCA Civ 285: NTQ
served in a non-secure tenancy after incidents of asb. L’s policy was set out
in a letter which stated that if no further complaints of asb, it would
consider granting a further non-secure tenancy. L did not provide evidence
to show compliance e.g. minutes recording decision to issue or
consideration of complaints. Not enough evidence about decision-making
process.

Ahern v Southern Housing Group [2017] EWCA 1934: T had a starter
tenancy. After allegations of asb L served s21 notice and obtained a
possession order on grounds T had no defence. Argument that L had not
taken account of its policies on vulnerable Ts failed because it had tried to
contact T, it had considered effect of eviction in 2 reviews and considered
support.



Examples (3)

Failure to take something into account

Leicester City Council v Shearer [2013] EWCA Civ 1467: T died,
possession sought from widow who had no right to succeed. Defence
succeeded on basis L had failed to consider making her a direct let in
line with its housing allocation policy.

Failure to have due regard to disability (s149 Equality Act 2010 – see
London & Quadrant Housing Trust v Patrick (2020) 1 P & CR 5) or
welfare of children (s11 Children Act 2004 – see Davies v Hertfordshire
County Council [2018] EWCA Civ 379).



Examples (4)

Eastlands Homes Partnership Limited v Sandra Whyte [2010] EWHC 695
(QB)

Starter tenancy (AST) with rent arrears of £367 and generalised complaints of nuisance. L served
s21 notice and was bound to follow its detailed policies which, amongst other things, required it to
(i) provide evidence before an appeal, (ii) give T the opportunity for a second appeal and (iii)
prevented it from seeking outright possession unless there was a ‘clear and deliberate failure’ to
pay rent.

L acted in Breach of public law by (i) failing to provide any evidence at all before the hearing (natural
justice – procedural fairness), (ii) giving T a leaflet setting out that there could be no second appeal
(breach of legitimate expectation) and (iii) failing to consider its policies on rent arrears (fairness).

The appeal panel had also broadened the ambit of matters under consideration beyond the case
summary by taking into account previous arrears. It was not entitled to do this.



Threshold

The burden of proof is on the occupier and the standard is the balance of probabilities. There is a
presumption that the public body has acted lawfully until proven otherwise.

Initial threshold is whether the claim is “genuinely disputed on grounds that appear to be
substantial” (CPR 55.8(2)). This is decided summarily. If successful, further directions will be made
to progress the claim. Otherwise, defence will be struck out and judgement given on the claim
unless other defences are available.

“Exceptionality” is not part of the threshold (Pinnock (SC) at 51 and 107) It is an “outcome not a
guide”.

Frivolous cases will not be entertained. “Such defences should only be raised when they have real
and obvious substance: it is not appropriate to construct intellectual edifices of public law without
any proper foundations in reality” (London Borough of Brent v Corcoran & Anor [2010] EWCA Civ
774).

If there has been a public law breach but it made no difference to the outcome the defence will fail
(Barnsley MBC v Norton [2011] EWCA Civ 834)



Procedure

You must raise your public law defence at the earliest opportunity (see
Beech v Birmingham CC [2014] EWCA Civ 830 at 77-78).

Pre-action protocol for possession claims by social landlords. This
requires L seeking possession on mandatory grounds to write to
occupier explaining reasons for seeking possession and then occupier
to raise any relevant personal or other circumstances. L must then
give written reasons for wishing to proceed (3.2). That process must
be document in L’s Particulars or a witness statement (3.3).

Make sure you are clear about which public law defence you are
relying on and plead all of them clearly and correctly.



Outcomes

The only outcome available to the county court when a public law
defence succeeds is to dismiss the possession claim. It cannot make
quashing orders or order/prohibit L from doing something. This means
that L can simply make its decisions again (lawfully) and potentially
seek possession.



Enforcement stage

Lawal v Circle 33 Housing Trust [2014] EWCA Civ 1514: Joint Ts appealed against a
possession order and order dismissing their application to set it aside – relied on A8.

“As was made clear in the judgment of Briggs LJ in R (JL) v Secretary of State for Defence
[2013] EWCA Civ 449, with which the other members of the Court of Appeal agreed, save
in exceptional circumstances an Article 8 defence ought to be raised during the possession
proceedings and in particular at the trial. To raise an Article 8 argument at the
enforcement stage, when it could and should have been raised earlier, will almost always
be an abuse of process. In the present case, there were exceptional circumstances, namely
that (1) an Article 8 argument was in fact advanced by the appellants in their closing
submissions at the trial but Judge May either declined to hear it or peremptorily dismissed
it but in either case she gave no reasons for doing so in her formal judgment, and (2)
Arden LJ, on the application for permission to appeal, took the view that rather than
granting permission to appeal it would be better for the appellants, then acting in person,
to pursue their Article 8 point at the enforcement stage. With hindsight, and with the
benefit that Arden LJ did not have of legal argument and the transcript of what took place
before Judge May, there is a compelling case that it would have been better if permission
to appeal had been granted.” (The Chancellor at 89)

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2013/449.html
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Thanks for watching!

Any Questions?


